Introduction
============

In recent times, cell-based therapies have occupied a prominent position in the treatment of illness. Although this recent attention can be attributed mainly to the catchy terminology associated with "stem cells", cell-based therapies have been in clinical use for a long time, as evident from established procedures such as blood transfusion,[@b1-sccaa-6-013] bone marrow transplantation,[@b2-sccaa-6-013] and autologous transplantation of tissues, either with a pedicle with the vascular supply intact as in myocutaneous flap surgery, or without a vascular pedicle intact, as in skin transplantation.[@b3-sccaa-6-013] In all these procedures, it is now understood that a proportion of "stem cells" play an important role in producing beneficial results.[@b4-sccaa-6-013]--[@b6-sccaa-6-013]

In blood transfusion, the cells transfused are mostly mature adult cells which transiently take on the functions of cells involved in native hematopoiesis and then disappear,[@b6-sccaa-6-013] whereas in bone marrow transplantation, there are more stem cells, which replace the hematopoietic system of the patient and take over the responsibility for hematopoiesis; this could be one of the reasons why bone marrow transplantation came to be known as "hematopoietic stem cell transplantation" after the discovery of stem cells by Till and McCulloch in 1961.[@b7-sccaa-6-013],[@b8-sccaa-6-013] Within the spectrum of cell-based therapies, the ultimate is in vitro fertilization, where two germ cells of male and female origin are made to undergo fusion in a nonphysiological environment and then produce a potential life form, ie, an embryo which is transferred back to the native physiological environment of the uterus of the female gamete donor or a surrogate.[@b9-sccaa-6-013] The practice of in vitro fertilization has been successful since 1978,[@b9-sccaa-6-013] with those born of an in vitro fertilization procedure having since produced children by normal physiological sexual reproduction.[@b10-sccaa-6-013]

The recent increase in the number of cell-based therapies available, in addition to giving hope to those who are likely to benefit from them, has led to confusion when attempting to categorize them appropriately. According to published guide-lines,[@b11-sccaa-6-013],[@b12-sccaa-6-013] cell-based therapies are presently considered in the same way as drugs, biologic products, and devices. However, drug terminology becomes contentious when applied to cell-based therapies. In this paper, we highlight a number of facts indicating that it would be more appropriate if autologous cell-based therapies using cells as a tool for treatment were considered as a clinical practice or procedure rather than as biologic products, drugs, or devices.

Cell-based versus drug-based therapies
======================================

Active ingredients
------------------

A drug is a chemical entity which, in the form of a tablet, capsule, or injectable fluid, in principle contains a defined quantity of the substance contained within a suitable carrier for stability and absorption. Based on the pharmacopeia, the contents are very clearly and meticulously packed and labeled, with a defined shelf life. Irrespective of where it is manufactured, if the drug has been produced following standardized international guidelines, it is understood to contain standardized ingredients in the same proportions and quantity wherever it is purchased.

However, in the case of cell therapy, the nature of the stem cell differs according to its source (ie, from bone marrow of the iliac crest, sternum, or peripheral blood),[@b13-sccaa-6-013] its contents (ie, whether the stem cells are of mesenchymal or hematopoietic origin),[@b14-sccaa-6-013] and its potency (ie, whether the source is embryonic or adult).[@b15-sccaa-6-013] Further, a cell cannot be described in terms of a single active ingredient (as is the case with a drug), and at present there is no defined shelf-life for these cells, given that the methods used for processing, culture, storage, and manipulation of the various types of cells have not been standardized worldwide.[@b16-sccaa-6-013]--[@b19-sccaa-6-013] Even if such cells were standardized, cells obtained from one subject might behave differently from those obtained from another subject. The number of divisions a cell undergoes in vitro, which is outside the native physiological environment, may also affect its in vivo activity due to factors such as cell senescence.[@b16-sccaa-6-013]--[@b20-sccaa-6-013] It should also be understood that a stem cell obtained from a young person may differ in activity from that obtained from an elderly person.[@b20-sccaa-6-013] Such factors do not need to be taken into account for a chemical entity, but are of importance in cell-based therapies.

Bioavailability and excretion
-----------------------------

The bioavailability of any drug, whether administered orally or parenterally, is a key determinant of its potency. However, in the case of cells, the term bioavailability becomes a broader concept because cells injected into one part of the body might not reach another part of the body.[@b21-sccaa-6-013] Reasons for this include trapping of cells in the pulmonary capillary bed when they are injected intravenously[@b22-sccaa-6-013] and the fact that certain stem cells do not cross the blood-brain barrier, even though molecules secreted by these cells may cross this barrier.[@b23-sccaa-6-013] Once a drug is administered, its excretion through renal or other routes is clearly defined, and any precautions that are necessary as a result of its interactions with other drugs, as well as the effects of the drug in overdose, can be documented. Such definitions, including the term "half-life", cannot be applied to cells which, once injected into the body, may remain there until apoptotic death or other modes of cell degeneration occur. How long these cells remain in the body cannot be determined using current technology.

Transformation and interactions
-------------------------------

In contrast with a drug, the bioavailability and excretion of which involves a single chemical entity and/or a metabolite, cells can undergo a variety of metabolic changes and become part of metabolism itself, thereby producing more than one substance and for an unknown duration.[@b24-sccaa-6-013] The mechanisms of action of most drugs are well established. However, stem cells, when injected, might produce their beneficial effects by multiple mechanisms, including paracrine action, differentiation into cells of a desired nature, and cell fusion,[@b24-sccaa-6-013] and cells not participating in any of these processes may degenerate.[@b25-sccaa-6-013] Thus, the mechanism of action of cells cannot be delineated in the same way as that for most drugs.

Potential adverse effects
-------------------------

Any drug with therapeutic activity also has varying degrees of adverse effects to some extent, and these reactions are known before regulatory approval is given.[@b26-sccaa-6-013] Many drugs have a known antidote or a counteracting component by which adverse reactions can be reversed or brought under control.[@b27-sccaa-6-013] In the case of cells, the duration of survival and functions in vivo are not well defined. Further, once released into the body, targeting them specifically and controlling their actions without damaging the surrounding tissues or organs is impossible.

Dose standardization
--------------------

Drugs can be prepared in specific quantities, so their doses are measurable. After standardization in vitro, a likely dose range is ascertained based on the minimum lethal dose in animal studies, then tested for safety and efficacy in human studies. In the case of cells, there is no single active ingredient for which an appropriate dose can be calculated. The in vitro and in vivo efficacy of cells may differ markedly, and it is near impossible to create a physiological environment in vitro which mimics that found in vivo in terms of influencing the transformation or differentiation of cells. In addition, the fate of cells may be different according to the local environment, may vary from organ to organ, and according to the type of disease present in the dysfunctional or damaged organ. Examples include:

-   Potential differences in the efficacy of cell therapy between two spinal cord injury cases because of differences in the local environment, eg, blood supply[@b28-sccaa-6-013]

-   Variations in the intended function of the cells injected according to pathogenesis, eg, whether the patient has alcohol-induced hepatic cirrhosis or viral liver disease, given the hemodynamic differences that exist between these two liver diseases;[@b29-sccaa-6-013] the potential differences in efficacy of cell therapy in such circumstances need further study[@b30-sccaa-6-013]

-   Differential therapeutic effects of injected cell therapy in an area of myocardium with intense inflammation post infarction versus another area without inflammation.[@b31-sccaa-6-013]

-   Differential therapeutic effects of injected cell therapy in an ischemic lower limb with infection versus one without infection, which are not addressed adequately in the literature.

Therefore, a drug may be considered as a single entity which, when injected into a multiple entity human body, has predictable results, ie, single × multiple, with effects in vivo that can be controlled using counteractive antidotes and strategies. However, a cell, which is a multiple entity by nature of its content and source, has the potential to undergo multiple interactions and changes inside the body and ultimately when it reaches its intended target, performs multiple functions which cannot be controlled with precision. Therefore, when a cell is injected into a human body, the result is multiple × multiple, and has a huge value as a result of the many combinations possible.

Reproducibility
---------------

Manufacturing of drugs follows the universal rule of reproducibility, whereby any given drug can be manufactured with the same precision anywhere in the world if the same established protocol is followed. However, in the case of cell-based therapies, variability exists for several reasons, including variations in the source from which the cells are obtained, the protocol followed, the duration of culture, the laboratory personnel involved, the mode of transport, and storage conditions.[@b32-sccaa-6-013] Apart from the simple fact that a living cell cannot be produced in the laboratory using commercially available reagents or chemicals, even cells which are multiplied in the laboratory using in vitro cultures from naturally-derived mother cells will develop senescence much faster than in vivo.[@b33-sccaa-6-013] Given that reproducibility is the hallmark of any experiment based on the permutation-based and combination-based science of today, cells cannot be reproduced in the laboratory in an artificial manner, so should not be equated with drugs.

Discussion
==========

With the above hypothetical perspectives drawing a line of demarcation between drug-based and cell-based therapies, cells should not be placed in the same category as drugs. To arrive more precisely at how they should be categorized, it is worthwhile reviewing the treatment strategies in which the use of autologous and allogenic cells is well established, but without being categorized as drug therapy.

Blood transfusion has been in practice since 1665,[@b1-sccaa-6-013] and is the simplest and time-tested cell-based therapy. It is now known that it is the stem cells within the blood transfused which make the most significant contribution to the therapeutic effect, and that these cells complete their life cycle and eventually die off. Since the stem cells in the small quantity of blood are relatively few, their function is of a passive nature wherein these stem cells and the mature cells in blood provide a transient support for a short duration after which the body's cells take charge of the function.[@b6-sccaa-6-013] That is probably why blood transfusion is not referred to as stem cell transplantation. However, a bone marrow transplant can be considered to be a stem cell transplant because the recipient has abnormal bone marrow as a result of chemotherapy or radiotherapy and has only the donor marrow to sustain life.[@b2-sccaa-6-013],[@b8-sccaa-6-013] Skin transplantation is a procedure in which the skin from one site on the body is harvested and transplanted to other body site in burns victims and in cosmetic procedures.[@b3-sccaa-6-013] Skin transplantation is one of the earliest clinical applications of stem cells, because it is these cells which repopulate the transplanted region of the body where mature skin cells have died naturally or been destroyed.[@b4-sccaa-6-013] Similarly, autologous transplantations of bone and other tissues from one part of the body to another[@b34-sccaa-6-013] to repair a nonunion defect or act as a filler are also categorized as cell transplant procedures and not as drugs.

Allogenic organ transplants have been in practice since 1905 when the first corneal transplantation was performed.[@b35-sccaa-6-013] Nowadays, when kidney, heart, lung, and pancreatic transplantation is performed, the organs are handled over a period of several hours outside the donor cadaver body until transplanted, and are kept at different temperatures immersed in nonphysiological and synthetic media to preserve viability of the cells until transplanted.[@b36-sccaa-6-013] These procedures use various preservation materials, solutions, and/or chemicals to ensure that the entire organ remains viable and can resume its physiological functions after transplantation into the recipient's body. However, the effects of the different types of solutions used for preservation/transportation on the cells and their influence on clinical efficacy in patients needs further extensive research.[@b37-sccaa-6-013],[@b38-sccaa-6-013] Preserving an organ which is a conglomeration of many different tissue types consisting of billions of cells, employing varied materials and methodologies of preservation for more than few hours is acceptable with limited or no studies of randomized trials on safety and efficacy. Therefore the same should be more acceptable in case of individual cells which have been handled in the laboratory in terms of processing and expansion using varied methodologies of preservation, transportation and processing as long as their phenotype and genotype are confirmed to be the same as the original cells harvested. There arises the question of the nature and efficacy of the new cells that have been born during transportation, preservation, processing, and in vitro expansion in a nonphysiological environment. Further, it must be noted that in organ transplantation, the physiological process of cell division continues between the time of harvest and transplantation, and those cells born of cell division while the organ is in transit still function in a manner beneficial to the recipient after transplantation. Thus, if organ transplants are to be considered as procedures, the same should apply to cell therapies.

Taking all these factors into account, it will be appropriate to consider a live autologous cell as a tool that can be used in cell therapy, similar to the clinical procedure of in vitro fertilization, in which a clinical obstetrician and an embryologist work as a team when collecting the male and female germ cells, storing them appropriately, fertilizing them in vitro, and then transplanting the embryo into a uterus. Along the same lines, cell biologists with the necessary expertise and training can collaborate with interested clinicians of the relevant specialty to accomplish cell-based therapies in a safe manner. Such collaboration would be relevant to autologous stem cells, the in vitro phenotypes and genotypes of which do not change when they are subjected to expansion procedures, while continuing to investigate and gather data on their known and unknown characteristics, as well as on functional outcomes based on experiments under varied in vitro conditions to clarify the uncertainties in cell-based therapies.

However, a dilemma may arise when considering the fact that some of these cells are also being used as vehicles for therapeutic drug delivery. For example, mesenchymal stem cells have been used as targeted gene delivery carriers.[@b39-sccaa-6-013],[@b40-sccaa-6-013] Various other cells have also been used for drug delivery because they enable sustained release of a drug, coupled with other advantages.[@b41-sccaa-6-013] In this situation, considering stem cell-based applications as procedures may not be appropriate, and a separate insight into such uses of cells may be needed, given that the discussion presented here focuses mainly on cells and stem cells being used after an in vitro expansion process without any genetic manipulation or use as adjuvants or catalysts for drug delivery. We emphasize that paper is concerned only with adult stem cells and does not include embryonic stem cells, which need further research and discussion among the scientific community to categorize them appropriately before establishing standards for safety and efficacy in clinical application.

Although the differences between cell-based and drug-based therapies have been explained, with a basic understanding that cell-based therapies are more heterogeneous and their effects may be more diverse than those found with drug-based therapies, the fact that drugs by their nature and actions are also diverse is not to be ignored. However, the main difference, as explained earlier, is that the ingredients involved in the manufacture of drugs, along with their properties, can be controlled relatively easily, whereas those of cells are beyond control, and this alone gives rise to a multitude of differences in terms of their in vivo action and adverse effects. This understanding is fundamental to the recognition that significant problems are likely to arise when cell therapy is compared with drug-based therapy.

Conclusion
==========

Cell-based therapy is different from drug-based therapy in which a known chemical entity has a known therapeutic effect along with a recognized adverse event profile in patients with specific illnesses. The age-old cell-based therapies which have been in practice for decades, when analyzed at the molecular level with advanced tools should yield added information, but should not be confused with reproducible and laboratory-synthesized components because the multifunctional capability and potential of cells and their exact mechanisms of action are not fully understood. It would be appropriate at this time to consider live cells in a clinical setting as being similar to in vitro fertilization as a clinical procedure, keeping in mind the principle of primum non nocere ("frst, do no harm"), so as not to make the symptoms of the disease more grievous than the cure.
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